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N.F.-Board goes forward! 
Our association created in 2003 at the instigation of Jean-Luc Kit and OMF (Observatoire 
Mondial des Football) and initially by three other founders is at the moment, according to the 
laws, under the responsibility of the founder members left, Luc Misson and Jean-Luc Kit. A 
steering committee named “Directoire” composed by volunteers has been organized to 
manage the daily affairs until the next Annual General Meeting 2013. 
 
You will find in this information letter some explanations about the previous months events 
and all irregularities committed that we are trying now to sort it out. All the facts are 
categorized Theme by Theme. 
 

FOOTBALL : UEFA and Michelis campaign programme. 

- The 3rd of October 2011, Christian Michelis the former NFB president, has sent, without 
any consultation and even worst against Executive Committee members opinions, a letter 
with not much sense to Michel Platini, UEFA president. The issue was the first sign of some 
administrative dysfunctions and lead Jean-Luc Kit to resign from his General Secretary 
position.  
- His in campaign, Christian Michelis, underlined his wish to transform the VIVA World Cup™ 
towards an elitist competition, under a  « Champions League » model, which would have 
affected the smaller Associations within our members. This orientation was opposite to the 
original spirit of NFB based on Coubertin values advocating the right to everybody to 
participate.  

 

ADMINISTRATION : General Secretary, AGM and dysfunctions 

- President Michelis named a General Secretary (Viviane Bonnier) even though it was 
impossible according to the status. Viviane Bonnier was not a member of the association 
because of no payment of the membership fee. Also, the Executive Committee was already 
composed with its 6 individual members.  
-Irregularities regarding the Annual General Meeting hold in Munich. 
According to the status regulations, moral and financial reports shall be submitted to the 
members with the summon to the AGM at least a month in prior to the meeting. This was 
not done. The president Michelis and the so called “General Secretary” have decided to 
ignore the complains of some members and the written recommendations from the lawyers 
office Misson requested in the matter as NFB Jurisdictional Committee.  
- All those facts were not presented and explained to the members present in Munich as it 
was planned in the agenda, even though some topics not included in the agenda were 
discussed.  
- The lack of quorum in the voting system would have de facto cancelled the hold of an 
Annual General Meeting. Certain people introduced as voters did not pay their membership 
fee in 2012 and were not eligible to vote.  
- Finally, the right of veto of a founder member was flouted by Viviane Bonnier who decided 
to put online an internet website without the approval of the Executive Committee and the 
Communication Committee. 
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FINANCES : 100,000 USD, Expenses repayments, President’s trips, Internet 

website. 
- The « auto » attribution by President Michelis, without any call for bids in prior, to his own 
company « MCO SARL HAVAS VOYAGES MONACO» of the market of the plane tickets for 
the VIVA World Cup 2012™ in Kurdistan. He perceived substantial incomes through this 
operation. 
- The total lack of transparency and consultation within the team of Executive Committee 
about the using of the 100,000 US Dollars given to NFB by Kurdish government  in order to 
help Football Associations wishing to compete in VIVA World Cup 2012™ 
- Jean-Luc Kit requested several times by writting the finances reports of the Association in 
order to understand how the money was spent. Neither the President Michelis and the 
treasurer (Jean-Pierre Iermoli) gave any answer until now on.  
- With finally an opportunity to access the accounting book during the meeting of Munich 
(pictures were taken as evidences), it was appearing that some irregularities were made: 
     A/ Banks accounts of this period confirm that 10 teams should have been represented in 
Kurdistan, instead of the nine who were effectively present. Christian Michelis did not let 
come in the team of Chagos who was dreaming to compete in the VIVA World Cup 2012™.   
     B/ The spending of the amount of 4,300 euros in an internet website without any 
consultation in prior… 
     C/ The difference in treatment between the President and the treasurer who both got back 
the trip package plus kilometers compensations while others got refounded only the trip 
package.  
     D/ The President and treasurer were also considering they repayments as a priority to the 
detriment of other members. 
     E/ The trips of those two people, in NFB’S cost, were decided without consultation and 
any agreement from the Executive Committee.  
     F/ The president decided also, in a discriminatory and vote-catching way, to pay the 
accommodations of some people supposed to help him in his tentative of putsch.   

 

CONCLUSION : The perspective to be send in court led Michelis to resign 

from his position of President.  

The decision from Jean-Luc Kit, backed by other NFB members, to bring all those 
disagreements in front of the appropriate courts in order to gain a “democratic” refereeing, 
led Christian Michelis to resign from his position of president and as a founder member, 
escaping that way from his responsibilities.  
His refusal, with all his team Jean-Pierre Iermoli, Vivianne Bonnier, Per Anders Blind), to give 
back all material. money and official documents belonging to NFB is clearly showing 
intentions to hide and maybe to harm the NFB restart. Worst even, some like Per Anders 
Blind are actually using some documents and the name of the NFB in order to redirect 
members to their profit. If jurisdictional approaches have been made in order to solve all 
those dysfunctions and irregularities described earlier, the jurisdictional procedures will be 
maintained in the name of NFB in order to get reparation for the damages.   
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Future is on the way!  
It will not be any membership subscription this year until the amount of the membership fee 
will be decided  by the Annual General Meeting of 2013 preparing 2014.  
All volunteers, individuals or FA representatives wishing to participate to the different 
committees or the work of our association are invited to send their application. 
 
Welcome to 5 new Federations accepted on Executive Committee decision the 1st of June 
2013: FA Rhetia, FA Cascadia, FA Franconia, FA Darfur and FA Cossack.   
 
Applications for the organization of the WOMEN VIVA World Cup 2013™ will be studied the 
20th of June 2013. 
 

Everybody can play football is the admirable idea which 
gather us all, we pursue the adventure. 
 
NFB is wishing a big success to the tournaments of Marseille (Provence FA) and of Tynwald 
at the Isle of Man.  

 

The Executive Committee has just proceeded to the establishment of a Directoire in charge 
to lead in order the NFB to the next Annual General Meeting in 2013. The members of the 
Directoire are:  

1/ Executive Committee (composed statutorily from founder members):                                                                                                                                                        
Me Luc Misson (Belgium).                                                                                                                                                               
Mr Jean-Luc Kit (France).                                                                                                                                                                       
2/ Members of the board :                                                                                                                                                       
Mr. Christophe Croze (Finland), President (interim)                                                                                                                     
Mr. Nelson Stenvot (Belgium), Vice-president (interim)                                                                                                                     
Mr. Jean-Luc Kit (France), General Secretary. (interim)                                                                                                                                                                                                               
Mr. Yoland d’Orsanne (France), Treasurer .(interim)                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
OMF (France), Pôle Administratif du N.F.- Board by interim, E-mail : mail.omf@free.fr                                                                                  
The working groups which will replace by interim the permanent  and non-permanent 
Committees will be composed in the next fee weeks. All applications are welcome.  

ATTENTION :  

The new temporary address for all NFB administration is: 

OMF                                                                                                                                                                                         
(Pôle Administratif du N.F.-Board)                                                                                                                             
BP 70316                                                                                                                                                                                     
F-11100 Narbonne                                                                                                                                                         
France. 

Le Directoire du N.F.-Board                                                                                                                   
Narbonne, le 10 Juin 2013. 

For more details: nfb.contact@yahoo.com  

In the name of transparency, an answer is guaranteed to any who will ask questions  

mailto:mail.omf@free.fr

